
Studio
The Warner Archive Collection  Spanning more than 75 years of filmmaking, the  
Warner Archive Collection offers fans access to Warner Bros. Entertainment’s  
unparalleled film library consisting of pre-1986 MGM, RKO Radio Pictures, and  
Warner Bros. Pictures films and television shows.

The MGM Limited Edition Collection offers titles of all genres and many not available 
on DVD until now. Look for a broad range of drama, comedy, westerns, horror and  
science fiction to choose from.

The SONY Choice Collection features beloved, never-before-released titles that movie 
lovers have asked for - covering more than 75 years of the Columbia film library.

The Fox Cinema Archives Collection from Twentieth Century Fox opens a fresh  
untapped catalog of classic films with such Fox stars as Tyrone Power, Barbara  
Stanwyck and hundreds of others in larger than life dramas, war films, comedies  
and spectacles.

Universal Vault Series Featuring rare, hard-to-find movies from the Universal achives, 
this DVD series showcases some of the best talent in Hollywood history with genres 
for everyone, including comedy, romance, horror, westerns, action, family and more!

The TCM Vault Collection,  in partnership with major studios, releases many of the 
greatest and rarest classic films from Hollywood.  Carefully selected and curated by 
Turner Classic Movies, most of these titles have never been released on DVD or Blu-
ray, and all of them are either fully restored and remastered or transferred from the 
finest available prints.

Allied Vaughn’s 
Media On Demand DVD Collection

Allied Vaughn is pleased offer you the opportunity to join us as a partner reseller of a wide selection of 
titles from the content libraries of select Studios, Networks, Record Labels and Content Publishers. With 
the changing face of traditional retail, consumers are searching for – and will buy – hard to get films, 
music, television shows and series on DVD or CD if made available immediately to purchase.  Through 
Allied Vaughn’s Media on Demand Collection, you can deliver your customers the titles they want  
today, on DVD or CD, with minimum costs to you and never a title out of stock or delisted!



Disney Educational Productions Disney’s well respected brand of children’s 
educational titles from Disney Education are being offered to general retail for the 
first time. These DVD series are everything you would expect from the creative minds 
of Disney Education- high quality productions, entertaining for children and teens, 
and with an informative depth of subject.

Network
CBS Entertainment brings you the wide range of quality programming that has been 
the hallmark of CBS for years. The collection includes the top rated reality shows 
such as “Survivor”, “Amazing Race” along with Movies of the Week offering “Sidney 
Sheldon’s  Nothing Lasts Forever” and “Hobson’s Choice”.

Food Network s a unique lifestyle network and website that strives to surprise and 
engage its viewers with likable hosts and personalities, and the variety of things they 
do with food.      The network strives to be viewers’ best friend in food and is committed 
to leading by teaching, inspiring, empowering and entertaining through its talent 
and expertise. Food Network is distributed to more than 100 million U.S. households 
and up to 35 million unique web users monthly.

WTTW is a premier public media organization committed to creating and presenting 
unique television and digital media content across four distinct television channels – 
WTTW11, WTTW Prime, the Spanish-language channel WTTW Vme, and 
WTTW Create/WTTW WORLD, and on wttw.com

Home Box Office’s made-for-TV feature films, award winning documentaries, and 
hysterically funny comedic series, make up one of the most comprehensive  
collections of programming. 

HBO Latin America Group is composed of affiliates of Time Warner Entertainment 
Company, L.P. and Ole Communications Group. HBO Latin America Group owns, 
operates and distributes the leading cable and satellite programming services in 
Latin America, Brazil and the Caribbean



Record Labels
Essential Media Group LLC. Is one of the largest record labels specializing in multiple 
genres, encompassing all eras of Folk, Blues, Jazz, Classical, World, Rock, R&B and Pop, 
including current Hip Hop, Dancehall, Reggaeton and Dance/Electronic Music.

Sony Music Entertainment is a global recorded music company with a roster that 
includes a broad array of both local artists and international superstars. The company 
boasts a vast catalog that comprises some of the most important recordings in 
history.

FKACO offers a full spectrum of media and multimedia based entertainment 
solutions for, but not limited to, independent artists, labels, and publishers. We are 
a young company with over 35 cumulative years in communications, media, music-
apparel, indi-publishing, and recordlabeling.

Classic Collections
VCI Entertainment has been well known for decades as the catalog of collectable 
feature films from old Westerns, horror and seasonal favorites. Many titles are newly 
mastered and prepared for the Allied Vaughn MOD Collection.

The American Pop Classics Archive Series presented by Film Chest currently has one of 
the largest archival collections in the United States, with several thousand titles of 
classics movies, many never available on home video.

Desert Island Films, one of the largest Public Domain Libraries in the world has 
selected a broad library of public domain titles from its catalog, priced to sell and 
available now in the AV MOD Collection. 

The Nostalgia Merchant library includes thousands of old time radio programs, 
predominantly from the 1940’s to the 1960’s – the “Golden Age of Radio.” Nostalgia 
Merchant is proud to offer these radio classics on CD for your listening enjoyment. 
Every episode has been carefully transferred from the original recordings and 
digitally remastered. 



SFM Entertainment LLC is a world leader in television, film and new media 
distribution, production and licensing on a national and international basis. Hailed 
as the last great independent television distribution company, SFM is responsible for 
the airing of a variety of beloved first-rate media programs from today and yesterday.

Films Around the World, Inc. is one of the largest independent primary 
good-copyright American libraries, with more than 500 feature owned or distributed 
feature films, more than 1,000 classic television programs, and more than 2,500 
hours of talk radio and music programs.

The Film Detective restores and distributes broadcast-quality, digitally remastered, 
classic programming for television, DVD, Blu-ray, VOD and other digital platforms. 
Their extensive library of more than 3,000 titles – which includes feature films, 
television programming, foreign imports, documentaries– are now being re-
mastered for today’s new media.

Independent Films & Special 
Interest

Vision Video  is a leading supplier of faith based inspirational programs that will 
appeal to the entire family.  They offer dozens of titles such as “Shadowlands: C.S. 
Lewis”, “Christianity and Islam”, “Romero”, “Amish: A People of Preservation” and 
“Reflections on Psalm 23 For People With Cancer”.  These programs are edifying, 
challenging and uplifting and are sure to be a blessing to your family.

RumbleRide Entertainment Media has been offering the best in original home video 
entertainment for over 25 years to 160 million motor sports fans across the US. Now, 
for the first time, RumbleRide is proud to present movie entertainment products that 
carry the respect of the most famous brands in auto and truck magazine  
entertainment. Each branded line of DVD entertainment has a series of movies that 
will keep the motor sports fanatic coming back for more and more.

Orbital Media A.G., based at Marylebone London founded in 1995 by Ray Santilli. The 
group acquired Legend World Music LLC in October 2003 together with its catalogue 
of some 12,500 music tracks from the 50’s through to the 80’s.



All Channel Films, Inc. has been in the business for over 30 years distributing 
features, series, concerts, documentaries, and product both domestically (U.S.) and in 
Canada to DVD, VOD, SVOD, internet streaming, and download, cable, and broadcast 
including: hotels, pay, free and basic.

FilmRise is an independent film and TV distribution company with an extensive 
library of titles in a wide range of genres, including classic TV, festival indies, kid’s 
shows, documentaries and foreign language releases. Shows inclide Showtime’s 
Emmy Award-winning documentary series, Years of Living Dangerously; the longest 
running true crime series, Forensic Files; and the hit children’s program, Popular 
Mechanics for Kids.

Life Size Entertainment offers a diverse slate of TV series, nonfiction, and critically 
acclaimed feature films. Lifesize continues to provide programmers with the kind 
of innovative, entertaining programs that have been our trademark over the past 
fifteen years.

National Geographic Through unprecedented access worldwide, National Geographic 
continues to deliver in-depth exploration of the world we live in. As a brand leader 
for special interest and documentary programming, National Geographic’s robust 
catalog collection allows viewers to immerse themselves in historical events, current 
affairs, geography, natural history and more.

Cinedigm is a leading independent content distributor in the United States. 
It’s library of over 52,000 films and TV episodes encompasses award-winning 
documentaries from Docurama Films®, next-gen Indies from Flatiron Film Company®, 
acclaimed independent films and festival picks through partnerships with the 
Sundance Institute and Tribeca Films and a wide range of content from brand name 
suppliers, including National Geographic, Discovery, Scholastic, WWE, NFL, Shout 
Factory, Hallmark, Jim Henson and more. 

World Wide Multi Media brings you quality entertainment from around the globe. 
Our offeerings include  Drama, Suspense, Thrillers, Horror, Ancient Mysteries, UFO’s 
and Aliens, Secret Societies and Conspiracies, the Paranormal, and the Occult and 
much more. Visit exotic places, mysterious realms and discover the secrets of  
all ages...



Monarch Films is a domestic and international entertainment sales agency that 
distributes single documentaries and documentary series on Current Affairs, Crime 
and Punishment, Cultural Affairs, History, Wildlife, Adventure, Reality, Science, and 
Social Issues in all medias around the world.

Monarch Home Entertainment is a division of Ingram Entertainment, the largest 
wholesaler of prerecorded DVD’s and video games in the United States. Monarch 
Home Entertainment is a proven distributor and valuable marketing partner to  
filmmakers and producers ofexceptional independent films in the United States  
and Canada. 

“The Ride” starring Phil Keoghan.  Everyone knows Phil Keoghan as the dynamic host 
of television’s “The Amazing Race”. Join Phil on his bike sojourn from LA to New York, 
raising awareness and donations for the Multiple Sclerosis Foundation.

Cannonball Productions, a film and commercial production com pany that brought  
“Return to Zero” starring Minnie Driver to national release, prides itself on visual 
storytelling, emotional connection, and original content. We embrace innovative 
production techniques and are experts in creating brand awareness and brand 
loyalty for our films and our clients.

Digital Media Rights is one of the largest content aggregators and multi-platform 
distributors of feature films, television shows, music programs, and sporting 
events with a catalog of over 7,500 titles from leading studios, television networks, 
producers, and sales agents around the world.  DMR is also a major digital video 
publisher that has launched five branded channels apps - - Indie Crush, Midnight 
Pulp, Asian Crush, Latin Crush, and Audio Crush.

Cult Classics & Horror
R Squared Films prides itself in bringing new and exciting films each month from its 
ever growing catalogue on both DVD and BluRay.  Their fast selling Horror, Thriller, 
Family, and Action titles stand out from the rest with their consumer attention-
grabbing, friendly cover art and fast and furious trailers.



Apprehensive Films gives you the bloody best in cult, horror and exploitation films. 
Apprehensive searches far and wide to constantly bring forgotten gems back to the 
marketplace, while the contemporary films offered in the collection are destined to 
become classics.

The SHADOWPLAY catalogue has been carefully created to target avid and 
knowledgeable collectors of movies which may no longer be available to the general 
public via retail sales, internet or broadcast. Many have achieved cult status over the 
years and should therefore attract both the curious and the serious cinefiles.

Brain Damage Films Since 2001 Brain Damage Films has been one of the largest 
and most respected independent horror film distributors worldwide. Our catalog 
showcases the best of the best in independent horror films. We have a huge 
following of fans aptly named the Gorehounds who we cater to, as well as all fans 
of horror. The Brain Damage Films library has spent over a decade as a proven 
commodity for our clients all over the world!

Full Moon Features , founded and masterminded by veteran producer/writer/director 
Charles Band, is home to such legendary cult classic film series as Puppet Master, 
Subspecies, Trancers, The Gingerdead Man, Evil Bong, Demonic Toys, Killjoy, and many 
more, with new movies produced each year. Charles Band has sustained a remarkable 
track record as an industry pioneer over the past thirty years. With 300 feature films 
under his belt, the Chairman and Founder of Full Moon Features shows no signs of 
slowing down.



….and there are more Studios, Networks and titles to come!
Manufactured on-demand, this DVD & CD collection of feature films, music, reality programming and 
classic television series is sure to boost sales for multi-channel merchants seeking new content for 
their collecting customers.

ABOUT DVD/CD MEDIA ON DEMAND
Manufacturing-on-demand:
The Allied Vaughn Collection is made exclusively on-demand, sometimes referred to as 
“burn-on-demand” using the same manufacturing processes already proven successful with the 
Warner Archive Collection, the Columbia Classics Collection, History Channel Collection, and many 
others.  Products are “retail packaged” with full color case wraps and disc graphics, housed in an 
industry standard retail case, and CSS copy protected using studio approved technology. CD’s are 
packaged in an industry standard “jewel” case with full color inserts and disc graphics. 

Manufacturing-on-demand provides web, catalog and other merchants with a host of advantages:

• We make on-demand at the time of your order.  So, we’re never in a stock-out position on the any 
 of these MOD titles.  You can market these titles with the confidence your orders are always  
 immediately fillable.

•  No minimum order quantities.  You can take orders as you sell them, or keep modest inventories if 
 you like.  No more valuable capital sitting on your shelf collecting dust.

•  You incur expense only after you’ve made the sale – a CFO’s cash flow dream.

•  Generate more revenue with minimal risk or investment.  Zero inventory means you can add this 
 title for just the modest cost of adding a sku to your website or catalog.

• On-Demand titles command higher price points.  When you don’t have excess inventory flooding 
 the market, and you’ve got hard-to-find content consumers have been waiting for, you get to sell it 
 at premium prices.  Most MOD titles go for more than $20 per title.

•  And more….Manufacturing-On-Demand is the industry’s “game changer” for physical media and is 
 the fastest growing segment within all of video content marketing.  Faster than BluRay, and faster 
 than downloads.  And, the segment is highly profitable (could be why content owners and  
 marketers are adding titles to on-demand at an ever increasing pace).

•  Have your own content? Let Allied Vaughn convert your library to on demand too, and enjoy the 
 same benefits of zero inventory manufacturing you will experience with these collections of titles!


